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Full Name

125 responses

Bhavya Chadha

Shubham

Jitendra Singh

Aditya Phulre

Chandni Yadav

Kanishk Jain

Kashish

Ankit Saroj

Khushi Tiwari

Parth Ahuja

Arpit

Aditya Sharma

Pari Verma

Imkonglemba Longchar

Samriddhi Sharma

Arpit garg

Ritik raj

Loein Attri

Chirag

Kondepudy Karthikeya

Manas Bhutani

Udham Singh

Bhavik

Rupsha Saha

Deepak Vashishtha

Satyam kumar

RAMNEET SINGH
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Samarth Lahar

Nandini

Sonal Sharma

Gaurav Kumar

JAVED AKHTAR

Hriday Bansal

Ayush Akarsh

Naveen Kumar

Saloni Nayyar

Sujit Kumar ray

Shivam Kumar

Kashish Kaul

Kunal punjabi

Ayush Chauhan

Keshew Agarwal

Harsh Gupta

Tannu

Luv Rohilla

Khushi Aggarwal

Sambhav Jain

Krishika Garg

Chundru Sai Kiran

Ravi Saini

Ayushi Gupta

Sachin

Priyanshi Parihar

RISHI

Archi badaya

Gargi Khandelwal
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Ananya Suri

Chandan Patel

Prerna Singhal

Adeeb Ahmed

siddharth jangra

Tanishka Choudhary

Saina Sabharwal

Milli Shah

Enaa Juneja

S

Karishma Kalesh J

Nisha Roy

Hitika Saini

Rupendar Kumar

Rahul

Sandeep Chauhan

PAWAN KUMAR

Harsh Kumar

ANONYMOUS

SACHIN SHARMA

Tushar Singh

Palak Kohli

Ramneet singh

Ishita Gupta

Alankrit Tomar

Kritika Sachdeva

Prachi goel

Lakshay Prajapati

Anuj Kumar
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Manan Jain

Vinit Dubey

Samar Siddiqui

Rishabh Grover

Saurabh

Kartik soni

Pratha

Viswanadha Sravan

Niharika Mathur

Srishti Gupta

Ayush Kumar Ranjan

RISHABH MITTAL

Prince

Yukta Rawat

Robin Bhakhar

15 more responses are hidden

Gender

125 responses

Copy

Male
Female39.2%

60.8%
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College Roll No.

125 responses

5631

16563

11117

11720

5459

10868

205607

11335

15296

15623

205747

16933

201805

2216097

15219

16559

5059

16714

6348

16903

206419

2111711

10203

206009

6040

210413

16947
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10383

11741

15341

22/BMS/16919

205808

2110337

2110624

22/BS(G)PS/15604

16107

11136

16106

15048

11918

2110010

203140

10428

5639

10348

5246

10353

16727

10358

211536

6132

11353

15400

10418

2110008

5625
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20035528006

10826

2110836

2110826

2110034

5773

5049

2216127

10206

10378

5640

56

205628

6324

5661

205719

5672

6345

16058

11523

21

22/BS/CS(H)/16069

5274

15026

10413

210023

16131

6316

5767
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10362

11706

10370

2110806

5832

2110609

2111737

15651

10374

5434

15024

2111938

10832

10433

6304

16 more responses are hidden
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University Roll No.

125 responses

21035587017

0

20035504079

20035528010

21035570058

20035528063

21035563025

22035504127

15623

20035570005

16933

20035582025

22035570065

22035563041

21035558014

22035504139

22035563025

5059

22035567014

20035567022

22035590040

20035582046

21035587005

10203

20035558013

20035558033

210413
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16946

21035504118

006

15341

16919

21035504071

21052786

15604

22035570099

21035558027

22035570100

22035528043

21035582018

21035528007

20035505123

21035504059

20035528064

2110348

20035504099

21035504087

22035567026

21035504092

21035567029

21352191

20035563011

21035563034

22035504168

21035504154

21035528004
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20035528107

5641

2110826

2110836

21035570011

21035528036

20035570002

20035590052

2216127

21035504166

21035504111

20035528016

56

20035528026

20035567028

2003552821

20035570082

20035528041

20035567038

22035570010

21035567019

21

16069

20035504196

21033104148

2083747

16131

20035567023

20035570069
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21035504096

21035587003

21035504104

21035570087

20035570086

21035590045

223510601461

21035537030

22035582025

21035504067

20035504207

22035528012

2111938

21035570017

21035504151

18 more responses are hidden

Course

125 responses

Batch

125 responses

Copy

B.Com (Hons.)
B.Sc.(Hons.) Compute
B.Sc.(Hons.) Electron
B.Sc.(Hons.) Mathem
B.Sc.(Prog.) Mathema
Sciences
Bachelor of Managem
B.Sc.(Hons.) Physics
B.Sc. (Prog.) Physical
B.A. (Hons.) Psycholo

20.8%

18.4%
8%

8.8%

16.8%

Copy

2020-2023
2021-2024
2022-202524%

40.8%

35.2%
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Year of Admission

125 responses

Copy

2020
2021
202223.2%

40.8%

36%
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Mobile No.

125 responses

9729311944

9528617046

8448663480

8920740097

9711000061

9899420210

8053971819

7007957144

8607577910

9310607448

9267925344

7976021702

9891006436

9560300613

7982450109

09310233212

7480994276

+919818633736

8700328936

9971579673

9407220585

8267831291

9899981583

+919711483828

07683033144

8674828798

07838911213
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9971837400

8447734931

9599901987

9162236610

7860613515

9873184629

8851429864

06350447333

8595788437

8133868750

9548629700

7001318364

9399818383

8800502838

9871065432

9899631149

9306247983

8447160307

8929340904

9870417892

8810506158

9953762282

9885550221

9999555968

9416444606

8827744269

9306100265

7976648744

9311693133
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09899420210

9811557701

8824741994

8920789306

8448977648

9999213441

9625652066

9873529380

8209357832

8427433411

98

8138996344

9910587810

8252085423

8505816111

8171381408

9306103393

7011906523

9874011236

9315133642

+91

9910587819

9355459987

9319909479

9729626463

7838911213

08920715777

9990300854

7888663662
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7017113255

7303466826

9667723274

9810915501

9958635241

9993559197

09560995859

8368856954

9818505387

7678163250

9821709738

8273988129

8076211024

9305796968

7827634536

16 more responses are hidden
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Official Keshav Email-id

125 responses

shubham2216563@keshav.du.ac.in

jitendra2111117@keshav.du.ac.in

manas2111720@keshav.du.ac.in

ramneet2110413@keshav.du.ac.in

chandni2111741@keshav.du.ac.in

kanishk205459@keshav.du.ac.in

ravi2110868@keshav.du.ac.in

bhavyachadha256@gmail.com

ankit2110826@keshav.du.ac.in

khushi205607@keshav.du.ac.in

kashish2111335@keshav.du.ac.in

parth2215296@keshav.du.ac.in

Arpit2215623@keshav.du.ac.in

aditya205747@keshav.du.ac.in

pari2216933@keshav.du.ac

imkonglemba201805@keshav.du.ac.in

samriddhi2216097@keshav.du.ac.in

gargarpit1980@gmail.com

ritik2216559@keshav.du.ac.in

loein205059@keshav.du.ac.in

chirag2216714@keshav.du.ac.in

karthikeya206348@keshav.du.ac.in

aditya2216903@keshav.du.ac.in

udham206419@keshav.du.ac.in

Bhavik2111711@keshav.du.ac.in

rupshasaha413@gmail.com

dvashishtha9318@gmail.com
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Satyam206040@keshav.du.ac.in

samarth2216947@keshav.du.ac.in

nandini2110383@keshav.du.ac.in

Sonal2215341@keshav.du.ac.in

gaurav2216919@keshav.du.ac.in

javed205808@keshav.du.ac.in

hriday2110337@keshav.du.ac.in

ayush2110624@keshav.du.ac.in

bagelanaveen@gmail.com

saloni2216107@keshav.du.ac.in

sujit2111136@keshav.du.ac.in

shivam2216106@keshav.du.ac.in

kashish2215048@keshav.du.ac.in

kunal2111918@keshav.du.ac.in

ayush2110010@keshav.du.ac.in

keshew65901@keshav.ac.in

harsh2110428@keshav.du.ac.in

tannu205639@keshav.du.ac.in

kashish2110348@keshav.du.ac.in

luv205246@keshav.du.ac.in

khushi2110353@keshav.du.ac.in

sambhav2216727@keshav.du.ac.in

krishika2110358@keshav.du.ac.in

sai2111536@keshav.du.ac.in

Bhavya205631@keshav.du.ac.in

ayushi206132@keshav.du.ac.in

sachin2111353@keshav.du.ac.in

priyanshi2215400@keshav.du.ac.in

rishi2110418@keshav.du.ac.in
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archi2110008@keshav.du.ac.in

gargi205625@keshav.du.ac.in

ananya205641@keshav.du.ac.in

chandan2110836@keshav.du.ac.in

prerna2110034@keshav.du.ac.in

adeeb205773@keshav.du.ac.in

siddharth205049@keshav.du.ac.in

tanishka2216127@keshav.du.ac.in

Saina2110206@keshav.du.ac.in

milli2110378@keshav.du.ac.in

enaa205640@keshav.du.ac.in

-

karishmakalesh00@gmail.com

nisha206324@keshav.du.ac.in

hitika205661@keshav.du.ac.in

rupendar205719@keshav.du.ac.in

rahul205672@keshav.du.ac.in

sandeep206345@keshav.du.ac.in

pawan2216058@keshav.du.ac.in

harsh2111523@keshav.du.ac.in

@keshav.du.ac.in

sachin2216069@keshav.du.ac.in

Tushar205274@keshav.du.ac.in

palak2215026@keshav.du.ac.in

ishitaguptaa25@gmail.com

alankrit2216131@keshav.du.ac.in

Kritika206316@keshav.du.ac.in

prachi205767@keshav.du.ac.in

Lakshay2110362@keshav.du.ac.in
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anuj2111706@keshav.du.ac.in

manan2110370@keshav.du.ac.in

vinit2110806@keshav.du.ac.in

Samar205832@keshav.du.ac.in

rishabh2110609@keshav.du.ac.in

saurabh2111737@keshav.du.ac.in

kartik2215651@keshav.du.ac.in

Pratha2114067@keshav.du.ac.in

Viswanadha205434@keshav.du.ac.in

niharika2215024@keshav.du.ac.in

Srishti2111938@keshav.du.ac.in

ayush2110832@keshav.du.ac.in

rishabh2110433@keshav.du.ac.in

prince206304@keshav.du.ac.in

yukta206136@keshav.du.ac.in

14 more responses are hidden

Resident

125 responses

Academics

Copy

Delhi
Outside35.2%

64.8%
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 Are the classes held regularly?

125 responses

Till what extent the syllabus was covered?

125 responses

 Is the syllabus covered on time?

125 responses

Did you find the class assignment and test useful?

125 responses

Copy

Always
Sometimes
Never

39.2%

54.4%

Copy

100%
80%-99%
50%-79%
Below 50%

24%

27.2%

43.2%

Copy

Yes
No36.8%

63.2%

Copy

Yes
No36%

64%
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Have you attended any workshops/seminars held in your
college/department?

125 responses

If yes, Are you satisfied with the technical
workshops/seminars held in your college/department?

125 responses

Which mode of teaching is better in your opinion?

125 responses

Copy

Yes
No

30.4%

69.6%

Copy

Agreed
Disagreed50.4%

49.6%

Copy

Offline Mode
Online Mode

20%

80%
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Specify the reason  for Offline or Online teaching mode preference.

69 responses

Face to face interaction

I have to travel 2.5 hr to attend lecture

Provides better guidance and attentiveness

More comfortable and saves time and money

Because, there are less distractions offline and therefore longer attention
span.

Offline better way to interact teacher and slove query fast.

Because of student-teacher connectivity

In online mode students are more satisfied as it saves students time and
also is more convenient

Offline,because of face to face interaction with teachers and for social
development

In this mode we can ask any doubt to teacher very freely. And teacher
explain full.

Personal interaction

some teacher teach us very well but after having a full offline classes ,
some teachers use to teach us through the ppt or in online mode , which i
don't and not able to find things usful.

I have to travel 20-30 km daily to attent offline class and when i reach
college i get messages that class is cancelled

Interaction between students and teachers

Better understanding

In an offline mode we are able to grasp the knowledge properly and we are
less distracted sitting in a classroom.

Interaction with peer students and teachers.

Since most of the classes and lectures are held regularly and more than
90% syllabus is completed on time

More flexibility

Because in online network issue is a big problem..

Connectivity

Offline helps in better interaction between the students and professors

Saves time in traveling to college and also in online and offline mode the
quality of education is the same.
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We could focus better in offline mode.

Better communication and instant doubt solving

More interactive

Interaction. Better clarity of concept

Online is better atleast we can concentrate on what is very important to
us.We are forced to attend the classes for attendance Purpose only.

Offline mode caters to holistic development in terms of teacher interaction,
learning modalities, social skills and psychological involvement.

Offline teaching can never replace online teaching. While teachers put great
level efforts in both ways, it is much better for the eyes. Long years of
screen time was very painful and distracting too because it was easier to
ignore.

In offline teaching mode, students have direct interaction with their
teachers, which allows for immediate clarification of doubts and questions.
This is not possible in online teaching, where there is a delay in
communication due to the digital medium.
Offline teaching mode provides opportunities for social interaction and
networking, which is important for a student's overall development. This
includes building friendships, participating in extracurricular activities, and
developing teamwork skills.

Better communication , better progress

Easily accessible

Hardware available

Offline teaching is the best for all the students than the online mode.

Offline teaching is more engaging

No travelling

Engagement with teacher

Commuting

More fruitful discussions

Better interaction with teacher.

Interactive, get to learn more, better environment overall

Convenient, time saving

The thing is interaction.

Because we are enjoying it and share realtime learning in physical
form with others students.

In offline mode, The teacher and student interaction is far better than online
mode of teahing. Also time is not getting wasted in offline mode
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Understanding is better in offline mode

Blackboards not visible... Also teacher are very irregular

The worst college . Faculty is extremely below average .

Interaction is necessary.Teachers can usually tell if the student has get the
concept or not just by looking at their face expressions.

Direct interaction with the teachers

Classroom learning and enriching peer group experience

Online

Amount of interaction between students-student and student - teachers is
more in offline mode

no fan/ac properly working on college and water availability very poor

Offline we can ask doubts , in online we can we have a specific time for ask
doubt ,

For me it is more comfortable.

Face to face interaction with teachers, competition among students ,
teacher pay attention on each student.

Because we are develope academic as well as personality enhance

Offline interaction helps in better clarity of the topic

Because we can understand easily in offline as well as we can ask physical
any doubts without hesitation

Online teaching makes us lose focus and not pay attention in class

Better understanding.

No

Extremly uncomfortable to sit in summer .hot temperature and same in
winter due to poor insulation

Better communication

Offline classes are more interactive and beneficial than online classes.

Interaction with teachers

Infrastructure

Classrooms
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Cleanliness

125 responses

Quality of projector

125 responses

Quality of Furniture

125 responses

Size of classroom

125 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

12.8%

10.4%

28.8%

23.2%

24.8%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

45.6%

26.4%

14.4%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

13.6%

23.2%31.2%

26.4%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

9.6%

8.8%

25.6%

30.4%

25.6%
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Lighting and Ventilation

125 responses

Sitting space

125 responses

Labs of your department

Availability of sufficient number of software , hardware
or instruments

125 responses

Canteen

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

11.2%

16%

16.8%

32.8%

23.2%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Average
Good
Below Average

15.2%

15.2%

13.6%

26.4%

29.6%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

12.8%

25.6%20.8%

25.6%

15.2%
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Quality of Food

125 responses

 Hygiene

125 responses

Washrooms

Cleanliness

125 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

18.4%

28.8%

28%

20.8%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

7.2%

16.8%

30.4%

24%

21.6%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

11.2%

36.8%

16.8%

20%
15.2%
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Lighting

125 responses

Availability of water supply

125 responses

Drinking Water

Availability of water supply

125 responses

Library

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

10.4%

26.4%
27.2%

15.2%

20.8%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

10.4%

32.8%
16%

25.6%
15.2%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

9.6%

11.2%

34.4%

24.8%

20%
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 Availability of subject related books

125 responses

 Availability of reference books

125 responses

Lighting

125 responses

Availability of magazines/newspaper

125 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

12.8%

20.8%
24.8%

20%

21.6%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

11.2%

20.8%

22.4%

23.2%

22.4%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

16.8%

20%

12.8%

32%

18.4%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

17.6%

18.4%

16%

33.6%

14.4%
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Availability of Journals

125 responses

Sports & Extra-Curricular Activities

Availability of opportunities, support and promotion of
sports in your college.

125 responses

Does the college have enough space to play sports?

125 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

10.4%

20%

21.6%

29.6%

18.4%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

9.6%

14.4%

36.8%

21.6%

17.6%

Copy

Yes
No

24%

76%
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Did you find enough opportunities to nurture your extra-
curricular skills?

125 responses

Discipline in the College

Discipline in the College

125 responses

Grievance Redressal in the College

Grievance Redressal in the College

125 responses

Copy

Yes
No55.2%

44.8%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

19.2%

7.2%

19.2%

32.8%

21.6%

Copy

Excellent
Good
Very Good
Average
Below Average

8%

24%28.8%

12%

27.2%
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Your Suggestions

125 responses

-

.

None

N/A

Pathetic college

No

Nothing

Better classrooms

Need to improve management

Washrooms need to be repaired and cleaned regularly. Also, there are no
sanitary pads in girls washroom. Drinking water should be available at a
distance from washrooms. We have seen dogs licking the used utensils of
the canteen. Also, i have received unclean spoons and forks from the
canteen many times. These should be taken care of asap.

Overall it's a good institute. Of course there are things that needs to be
addressed but those are not mandatory to change immediately.

1) College time should be 10am to 3pm
2)most of the teachers only PhD holder but they low knowledge about their
subjects.
3) update lab instruments.
4) improve drink water facility
5) admin office very slow & late response any query.
6) need ncc unit in keshav mahavidyalay
7) need college gym with all equipment
8) improve sport ground

Improve lab instruments and canteen food

College should take students to trip

A councellor for students,sports society and a class or seminar for
interaction in college with students

Need improvement

-> Washrooms are an absolute horror show i.e. They need immediate re-
vamping.
-> More initiative needs to be taken towards sports i.e. Facilities need to be
improved, Equipment must be available and most importantly, playing fields
and courts need proper maintenance.
-> Some tools and apparatuses in the physics lab are old and worn out and
need to be replaced, it would be nice to use equipment that it isn't broken
-> Classrooms aren't clean at all, for e.g. My classroom has an entire row of
desks tainted by bird shit rendering them unusable.
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Please make the canteen more clean and lawn more likeable
Fix the projectors in classroom
Provide wifi password

Majority of lab equipment doesn’t work. No grievance redressal is given
attention to, students have to reach ABVP to conduct protests to have
authority even listen to us let alone resolving our issues which they are
supposed to do. No fund for societies is allotted neither are they given
proper support while participating in external competitions.

Change the canteen staff they gave costly food.

College need more funds to grow as labs and college grounds are in ruins
and Auditorium should remain open to students at all the times so that
different societies can reherse or have sessions there.

Attendance factor should be removed it's just act as a burden only nothing
is working over that

the lab equipment is not working well , laptops in the is outdated and today
also we are using window 7th the laptops of the lab , very less equipment in
the labs and the equipment which are in labs are not working properly.

Nice college, if you eager to study
But campas is very small.

There is nothing in keshav mahavidyalya need complete focus

Please get the College washrooms cleaned and projectors working in each
and every class.

First of all one more sports teacher should be there! Secondly
administrators are always on strike , sports teacher is always absent and
take attendance on WhatsApp, sports teacher doesn’t teach theory and
practical. He is just doing formalities . Students should be listened if they
are not satisfied with any teacher . There should be survey every semester
related to teachers!

Try to communicate with students more frequently

Fests can be organised

Overall college environment is good. The most urgent issue which needs to
be solved is the lack of good quality drinking water. The water is highly salty
and smells. It literally causes problems in the throat when drinking water
from water filters installed in each floor. It would be better to install just one
good water filter in each floor which provides good water instead of having
more in each floor with worst water quality.

Maybe we can have a hybrid of online and offline for lectures and classes ,
though tests should be offline. Apart from that there should be more
opportunities to practice sports. Lastly canteen food should be highly
improved.

Improve infrastructure

Give opportunity in sports

more extracurricular activities should take place, events fests should be
conducted more often, furnitures should be fixed, canteen ground should be
cleaned regularly, time table should be made fixed, we are having 2 or
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sometimes 3 hour break between two classes.
thankyou

To improve sports opportunities

Shall provide opportunities, support and promotion of sports in your college

The college is very unhygienic and dirty. Lacks even soaps in the
washrooms.

More extracurricular activities specially in sports should be held.

Library staff is very rude and does not want to do work, always irritated and
belittling others. They should be thrown out of the college. Recently I had a
knee ligament injury, and rather than clearing my dues, they made me stand
for 40 minutes.
They always want easy money and talk rudely to the main librarian ma'am

No suggestions as such, there are various factors where our college can
improve

Overall, there is no incentive to come to college at all. I don’t think there will
be more than 10 students in my section who would’ve scored atleast a
single mark for attendance. The faculty is good but sometimes fail to
cooperate. For eg, telling us to get clearance forms 4-5 days before exam is
not fair and many students have to travel long hours just for one single
sign. The canteen’s state is also very poor. It is not well lit at all and it feels
unhygienic to have food in canteen. The state of Men’s washroom is very
bad. Often you won’t even find soap to wash your hands. The urinals are
often broken and smells very often. The classrooms are in a average state.
Most of the LT’s have projectors but are usually not working.

More activities that indulge each and every student with compulsion and
lead activities which build confidence

Boys Washrooms need to be clean and they are not maintained at all some
times there is no water and some taps are broken too

Our college should have proper soaps in washroom and condition of
computers in labs should be improved

No

The System is simply running in the race to complete syllabus and passing
in exams.Students are in the wrong path accumulating incorrect practises
to move forward. No proper lab facilities and assistance to learn something
new.

Teachers -

--> While some teachers are exceptionally good, like Dr. Daisy Sharma
ma'am who take education extremely seriously and make sure every single
child is catered towards, other teachers exhibit a lack of seriousness
towards education and in general development of students.

--> While some divide the syllabus among students to give class
presentations the whole semester and free themselves from putting in any
effort, others do not take any classes at all!

--> Further, the level of education being imparted is also minimal,
specifically when dealing with a few teachers like Miss Pinki, who lack
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basic communication and knowledge of the subject they are teaching.
Highly disappointing!

--> Further, there is an immense lack of empathy in a few and use such
harsh and triggering words that make me question their credentials as a
psychology professor. Blaming children for things not in their control is not
how any human should react, specially when the teacher has no knowledge
of the subject matter themselves and haven't done even a threshold job at
providing education to us due to a lack of basic communication skills.

--> There is so much ambiguity around the classes and when they would be
held even with a timetable. Classes take place at whims and fancies of
teachers costing us a lot of money and resources.

--> There is no transparency in the marking system, no feedback is provided
as to why the efforts of a child have not been accounted for.

A stark change is required in the teachers and their attitude towards
college.

Canteen should have more variety of food.

Need to improvement in administration work

Our college needs to upgrade technology and use projectors to improve
learning experience. My teachers were excellent but the administration in
college is the worst. They never send out notices on time, we always came
to know about important things from word of mouth and there where no
official emails and procedures to know how to do anything. Eg. they sent a
WhatsApp message on 8th of May (4 days prior to my college exams) ,
saying that admit card will be issued only to those who submit the
clearance form. Now I went their asking about the admit card 3 times
before and they only said “abhi nahi milega (you can’t get it right now)”. Can
they not even guide us???? They could have informed me regarding what a
clearance form is and how I’ll need it to get my admit card. They are the
worst, they are like those typical government officials who always have
some nonsense to pull.

I think we have to done much better.

A little more focus college should give in library because library offer some
less books of our latest subjects and most of the time there is strike of the
library

Canteen and classroom needs repair
Labs computers need maintenance
Labs projector needs repair
Lecture hall needs repair
Gate no 3 issues

One of the teacher in my department changes the criteria for getting marks
assignment arbitrarily. She doesn't specify on what basis the marks are
given by her. Even after complaining there was no redressal. Another
teacher completed the first unit of the course in 4 months and then
completed the other 3 in just 2-3 weeks

Please correct the spelling of college on the front gate. There is written
kashav mahavidhyalya.

Please open gate number 3 of college
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Please provide us Wi-Fi because the college have Wi-Fi name keshav
students but they don't provide us password.

The water that comes from the water cooler has strange taste.

Should work more on administration and infrastructure.

The library was on strike when students needed it the most that is before
exam. The administration doesn’t look over to the students needs and talks
rudely to the students even if the students are coming for a genuine work.
The cleanliness and water supply in the college is not up to the mark. The
library is well equipped with books but what is the use if they go on strike
before exams.

Promoting students for extra curricular activities.
Lack of college societies and negligence by department in students
initiative to introduce one.
Encouraging more activities in college.

Need to work on a lot of different areas to make it a better learning
environment.

1. There is fair little in the name of grievance redressal in this college, and
some of the decisions made by the administrative staff are downright
baffling (eg: keeping the main gate closed for students).
2. Internal assessment and practical guidelines need to be made less
obtuse. The purpose of assessment is to IMPROVE students’ understanding
of core concepts, not score them poorly out of spite without explaining how
they could improve.
3. One of the staff members was consistently rude to me and my
classmates, making attending any lectures taken by her an absolute hassle.
I was scared to attend her classes, lest she belittle me or my peers. If this is
the caliber of educators this institution feels warranted to hire, there’s
something fundamentally wrong with its approach education.

Overall, the quality of professors varies widely within the department, with
some heinous exceptions overshadowing the excellent professors who
clearly serve as the backbone of the department.

Hygiene and cleanliness of all rooms has to be substantially increased.
Assignment and internal assessment techniques are below satisfactory.
They only encourage redundant handwritten work with no emphasis on
practical learning.

Contract for canteen should be given to someone else. It was amazing last
semester with Pushpa aunty but now the prices are too high, the quality of
food is bad, most of it is inedible and the staff especially the owner is very
rude

NOPE

Promotion of sports activities and participation in tournaments.

Collage should provide more oppertunity

####*Keshav mahavidyalaya college did not provide laptop to students
they said that al laptop is waste and bad, not working till now over 1 years
other du college with low rank provide laptop and our college also not
provide WiFi to students only teachers have permission.* ####Teacher
were always in fast to complete syllabus while they have sufficient time.
Admin office is too bad. Labs are not available for students. Staff are
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always on strike. Suggestions:- Attendence should not be compulsory
because students did not go to another activity, fest, and teacher's teaching
did not understand by most of the students.

College should encourage students to take part in extra-curricular activities
and should provide opportunities for different sports.

administrative office and library staff can be more cooperative and helpful.
very technical papers should only be given to teachers who have
specialized knowledge or experience in the field of paper and specific
faculty could be trained for being more sensitive to students

The strikes are more frequent which inhibits admin work. Admin works
should be improved. The greenery inside the college should be maintained
again. The computers labs are most of the time occupied.

The teachers of commerce department are too arrogant and in-corporative
they must listen to students about a particular topic not just putting their
obligation on student

Washrooms should be more clean

There's a need for overall Strategizing and working up for college

Library staff is very rude and does not do work properly

Please get new psychology faculty .

As per my course internet connection is must for us and we don’t have the
excess of that, also there are many students who can’t afford laptop so
college administration should provide laptops for there help.
One must be physically fit to stay mentally strong so the college gym but
extent it’s time from 8-10 to 8-12. It’s because the time slots of the gym not
suitable for everyone because students who came from far away places
have a lot of strugle.
Thank you 😘

Washrooms need maintainence and college should have more sports
acitivities.

Workshops should be held in more numbers and library books r not in
sufficient

Some Infrastructure renovation can be done and a badminton court can be
built

There are some shortage of teachers and systems in labs otherwise
everything is good, I recommend students to take admission in this college.

The only thing where the college could improve is in terms of hygiene levels
in the canteen and the college premises

College muat focus on soft skills and eca for overall growth

No suggestions

No liquid soap in washrooms, projectors are non functional, admin office
doesn’t listen, library is closed mostly

1)Please clean water coller
2)Most of the time non teaching/cleark staff on strike.
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3) most of the equipment are not working properly or only for show peace
in labs.
4) sports room not providing valley ball/ equipment during other senior
students having exam while our exam they provide Ball

no suggestions

There is a need for lot of improvement.

Nothing

The cleanliness of washrooms and quality of food of in the canteen should
be taken care of asap. Also there should be a sanitary pads machine in a
working state in every ladies washroom.

Less number of extra curricular activities, less availability of books in
library, classes and practicals schedule are lengthy , bad canteen
management

nil

Jai hind

Hygiene and supply of water in washrooms should be timely maintained

Yes I have many suggestions for the college the issues so first of fall lab
issue and class issues

● A dire need for dedicated teachers who are passionate not just about the
subject but also about teaching and student interaction.

● Library needs a revamp in its organization system. It's not just about
availaibility of books but also the accessibility, which is decreased due to
lack of book management system.

● Admin department is extremely rude in conflict resolution. Polite and
humane responses would be appreciated.

Washroom need to be clean
Water tanks should be clean regularly
Lights and supply of water should be proper in washrooms
Classroom needs to be clean
Availability of dusters in all class
Canteen should be clean regularly
Canteen are full of flies
Canteen lawn should be clear for dine as sometimes canteen is full
Grow more and more plants for fresh air

Please be sensitive towards the needs and wants of the students.
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